AWARDED TO TOP 7TH GRADE GIRLS

$100.00 Scholarship to the Research and Engineering (B-Wiser) Camp

Kiarra Anderson
Miller South
A-MAZE-ING Hand-eye Coordination

Sophia Judge
St. Hilary School
Double Dipping

Katie Bender
St. Hilary School
Do Different Types of Ground Affect your Speed?

Sierra Shannon
St. Hilary School
Do Different Types of Ground Affect your Speed?

Maria Criscione
Incarnate Word Academy
Empty Calories: Will Substituting Low Calorie Ingredients Affect the Cookie Quality?

Kimberly Sweeney
Incarnate Word Academy
Great Taste, Less Fat: A Study on Absorption of Saturated Fats in Potatoes

Kayleigh Hahn
Academy of At. Adalbert
Which Type of Wood Gives Off the Most Heat?

Amaya Razmi
Hathaway Brown School
Light Frequencies and Energy